
TEMPLATE



PROCESSIONAL ORDER
CEREMONY

Officiant walks to the front 

Important Family Member Processional 
SONG CHANGE = __________________________________________ 

- Groom escorts maternal grandma with maternal grandpa to follow  
- Bride's brother or bride's maternal uncle escorts maternal grandma with 
maternal grandpa to follow 
- Groom escorts paternal grandma with paternal grandpa to follow 
- Bride's brother or bride's paternal uncle escorts paternal grandma with
paternal grandpa to follow 
- Groom escorts mother of the groom with father of the groom to follow 
- Bride's brother or groom escorts mother of the bride 

Bridal Party Processional 
SONG CHANGE = __________________________________________ 

Bridesmaid escorted by groomsmen (standing furthest from the bride and
groom) 
Additional bridemaid(s) escorted by groomsman/groomsmen 
Maid of honor escorted by bestman 

Flower girl(s) + ring bearer(s) 

Bride Processional 
SONG CHANGE =__________________________________________ 

Officiant asks all to stand 

Bride escorted by father of the bride 
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OF NOTE:

If one or both grandpas are deceased, the order does not change.
If one or both grandmas are deceased, grandpas walk down solo
(unescorted) or escorting a daughter (if they have one that is not
the mother of the bride or mother of the groom).
The person escorting can also be in the middle of the couple
being escorted (instead of grandpa or dad following behind).
It is the grandma's choice whether she prefers the groom, her
husband, a son or a grandson to escort her down the aisle. Most
will opt for the groom or a grandson.
If the bride does not have a brother, nor an uncle, another
gentleman may escort her grandmas down the aisle, preferred is
the spouse of that grandma or the groom.
If the groom does not want to escort his grandmas, his grandpas
may fulfill this duty, or a brother or an uncle of the groom, or the
groom's dad (for paternal grandma)

If bride is being escorted by both parents then the bride's
brother or the groom would remain at the altar during last
processional. If bride's brother is part of the bridal party, he
should return and get in line.
Tradition would have groom's side of the family seated first, in
succession, but if groom is escorting he needs time to circle
back, hence the alternating groom's side, bride's side, and having
the bride's brother or uncle help escort. 

Your bridal party can process in pairs or single file with the
groom's side processing first or alternating groom's side, bride's
side etc.
If you have both a maid of honor and a matron of honor and an
uneven number on each side, the best man can escort both. 
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GRANDPARENTS 

PARENTS 

BRIDAL PARTY 



OF NOTE:

You can have important family members seated to prelude music
or a specific song.
Bridal party can process to a separate song or the same song as
the bride
Having live musicians is the best option if you are concerned
about timing or do not have a sound technician to cue or fade
music.

It is mandatory to have a wedding day coordinator to cue your
processional, to line up your wedding party, cue the
musicians/DJ, and to open or close doors.
Line up 10-15 minutes before ceremony start time (as listed on
your invitation).
If guests are expected to arrive late, have an usher positioned at
the door to pause guest arrival during the processional.
For family, leave enough time for 1) the party to embrace and be
seated before the next party arrives at the front of the seating
area, 2) enough time for the groom or bride's brother to circle
back to the start of the processional 3) be mindful of song length
so that no one is processing in silence (unless intentional)
For bridal party, cue the next couple or individual when the one
preceding reaches approximately halfway up the aisle.
WALK SLOWLY! 
 
 
 
After the pronouncement and first kiss, the newly married
couple will recess down the aisle, once they reach the end of the
aisle, bridal party can recess. Each pair or individual can begin
recessing when the one preceding reaches the third row of
chairs.
Don't forget to sign your marriage license!
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SONG SELECTION: 

PROCESSIONAL CUEING: 

RECESSIONAL: 



OF NOTE:

Mark and reserve seating for important family members, give
ushers a list so that they can fill guest seating as close to the front
of the altar. 
After processing your flower girl(s) and ring bearer(s) will need
places to sit 
Push guest seating 10 minutes from ceremony start time as listed
on the invitation. 
Have the officiant or ushers remind guests to put away and turn off
cell phones 

 
 
 
WITH A RECEIVING LINE TO FOLLOW 

Once the bridal party recesses the officiant can greet the parents
and invite them to recess. The officiant would follow the first row
of important family members down the aisle. Ushers would then
dismiss the remaining rows, giving the couple time to get in
position for the receiving line.  
Be cognizant that receiving lines take approximately 10 seconds
per guest for just the bride and groom receiving. With parents in
line it could take up to 40-60 seconds per guest 

 
WITH DISMISSING LINE TO FOLLOW 

Bride and groom return after bridal party and officiant recesses
(sign marriage license before the wedding or afterwards) and
dismiss each row. *This takes slightly less time than a receiving
line.  
If your venue layout allows, bride and groom can dismiss beginning
at the back of the guest seating, parents would then stand near the
altar (or arbor) and greet guests as they exit at the front of the
guest seating area. 

 
NO GUEST GREETING AFTER CEREMONY 

Once bridal party recesses, officiant can release guests, or ushers
can dismiss rows one at a time (alternating sides). 
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SEATING GUESTS:

DISMISSING GUESTS:





OF NOTE:

Process, recess, receive or dismiss any way you want. If you have a
bridesman or a groomswoman or if you are two brides or two
grooms, walk in and out any which way you want. 

JUST HAVE A PLAN 
Have a plan and have someone to execute it. If your plan has a TON
of details and intricacies, or if your plan has been changed eighteen
times in the last two weeks leading up to your wedding, then you
should practice your plan. 

Know that either way, no matter what, likely you will still be
married regardless of whether you walk you grandma down the
aisle, or your grandma is already seated at the start of the
processional.  

I say likely because you'll need to say 'I do', be pronounced and sign
a paper. THEN you get to be married legally under the eyes of
America and whomever else.
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THIS IS YOUR WEDDING


